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Manure in the European Union

• > 1.4 billion tons of manure are generated in the EU 
and UK yearly

• Between 2010 and 2018: pigs +25% and 
poultry/broilers + 3% (Eurostat, 2019)

• Manure is increasingly generated in highly intensive 
farming systems (Bernal et al., 2015)

• 4% of European farms produced 80% of the total 
amounts of manure in 2018 (Amann et al., 2018)
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Manure & the environement
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Manure & soil biodiversity

+

- Effects on soil
biodiversity are often
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Research questions +

1. Which variables affect farm manure’s impact on soil biodiversity?

2. Which practices help to achieve sustainable manure management in 
the EU?

3. What role and importance, if any, is attributed to soil biodiversity in 
current European legislation on manure management?

4. Which shortcomings in regulations and practices, if any, currently 
prevent sustainable manure management in the EU?



Effect of manure on soil biodiversity

Contamination
with:
• Heavy metals

(Zn, Cu)
• Antibiotics
• Hormones
• Pathogens

• Fodder source
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• Evaporation 
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• Erosion 
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+ -

Depends on manure management

Spreading phase
- Application methods
- Quantity
- Environmental interactions

Pre-spreading phase
- Manure type
- Storage
- Manure treatment
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Impact of manure on the environment
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Impact of soil biodiversity on the environment

The higher soil
biodiversity, the better
environmental threats, 
which were introduced
by manure and its
contaminants, can be
prevented

Köninger et al., Agricultural Systems, 2021
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Manure in European policy instruments



Conclusions

• Manure quality is currently 
neglected though crucial for soil 
biodiversity

• Radical changes in philosophies 
and practices of intensive 
animal farming needed to 
protect soil biota and to reduce 
environmental risks and costs

This approach will:
• Reinforce the European 

Member States’ commitment 
to embrace soil protection in 
national legislation 

• Enable the implementation of 
strategic goals for sustainable 
food systems in EU
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Want to know more? Check our paper!



Thank you!

Keep in touch: julia.koeninger@ec.europa.eu
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